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ABSTRACT: Since the classical conceptions, slavery always had a strong juridical support that granted it 
legitimation and critical considerations. As such, we should pay attention to the systematizing efforts of many 
jurists attempting to explain and justify the institution’s existence and its functioning rules, connecting posi
tive law with the principles of natural law and jus gentium. Through it, they strived at an ethical and legal 
validation of the theories and action of enslaving. We analyze the interconnection of the jus naturale theories 
with the legitimation of slavery throughout the modern age by studying the ideas of several Iberian theolo
gians from the sixteenth century’s school of natural law and of philosophers and jurists from the seventeenth 
and eighteenth century. Without the pretension of covering such a vast and complex topic, we focus on the 
arguments legitimizing the justifications of slavery. 
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To have and historical perspective of the Modern Age 
(fifteenth to eighteenth centuries) requires a broad and 
serious reflection about the many aspects of slavery. 
This form of human exploitation was decisively 
marked by modern expansionism and the creation of 
huge overseas domains. Slavery acquired new features 
under the guise of the Atlantic slave trade while also 
maintaining those from earlier epochs, and because it 
centered predominately on the Africans and their des
cendants, it began to be designated as “African slave 
trade.” The slave was the backbone of the colonial 
empires, the resource that enabled the exploitation of 
wide territorial extensions and the extraction of the 
products that promoted the expansion of the European 
markets. This led to the toughening of this practice 
and the intensification of this human trade in the 
eighteenth century when it reached unimaginable fig
ures. The American colonization can even be seen as 
the turning point in the history of western slavery. 

A system of exploitation essentially based on slave 
labor and the African slave trade commerce structure, 
which were for many centuries the driving force of the 
European countries’ economic activities and political 
projection, impregnated the modern world’s thinking 
and action. This was particularly so when they stimu
lated the conflict between concepts and opinions, 

1. The text was translated into English by Eduardo 
Marques da Costa 

questioned the information and circumstances, and fos
tered the regulation of such practices according to eth
ical and legal principles. Given this, the study of 
slavery exposes a social condition and the features of 
the society that adopted it by way of how it theorized 
and practiced it. In a slave society, we should analyze 
not only the slave but also those that are free. It was 
a wide cultural issue taking shape across time and dis
covering and adapting to the most convenient and con
vincing new arguments and justifications. 

Consequently, the study of the enslaved and their 
commercialization cannot be seen as a detail of the 
economic reality, the creation of large colonial 
empires, the mobilization of the workforce, and the 
exploitation of new productive sources. Besides its 
implications on the social realities of the various terri
tories and its impact in the organization of the states, 
the powers, and the national and international political 
strategies, an analysis of the thoughts, trends, and 
movements constituted around the systematization of 
ideas and values, through which the justifying or con
demning attitudes acquired their meaning, is equality 
required. Such analysis is also relevant as an inquiry 
into the mentalities and behaviors, where the interplay 
of mental states, psychological environments, and 
sensibilities within the reciprocal attitudes of free and 
enslaved manifested. Taken in its totality, it is 
a notable reflection on the human condition and its 
evolution across the global historical process. 

In the Modern Age, given the particularities sur
rounding this period and the transformations 
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occurring since the end of the Middle Ages, the trad
itional reasoning that ruled the demarcation between 
freedom and serfdom were necessarily reconsidered. 
Nonetheless, the institution of slavery, which came 
from ancient times and was made of both heritage 
and adaptation, carrying with it the imprint of cus
toms, the recognition of religions, and the force of 
legal provisions, was never questioned. It was, in 
fact, the condition’s legitimacy and the security of 
propriety law that, across history, enabled the abso
lute use of human beings as slaves, temporary or per
manent, and their trade in national and international 
markets. Because of this, the legitimation of slavery 
became one of the most pressing and encompassing 
issues in western thought. Not only due to its persist
ence in time and the changes and adaptation circum
stances demanded, but also due to the variety of 
arguments and, especially, the discursive depths gen
erated by the integration of the ideas being sum
moned. Similarly, the existence of slavery could not 
be considered without the law, either in its relation 
with natural laws, civil laws, or even the divine laws 
and theological precepts. 

In this study, the issue of the legitimacy of slavery 
is integrated into the explanatory dimension of the 
modern natural law theories, whose doctrines pro
vided the subject not only with the strength of the 
“righteous” but also with moral and humanitarian 
guidelines. To that end, we focus on some thinkers 
of the Iberian school of natural law and on a nucleus 
of jus naturale authors from the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, which considered these issues 
on their socio-political theories. 

Roman law, which influenced the subsequent west
ern juridical production, is a good example of how, 
framed in the jus gentium and the jus civile, the 
legality of slavery, the features of manumission, and 
the legal condition of the slaves were established 
under the influence of philosophical theory, just nat
urale principles and Christian precepts (cf. Souza, 
1910, 35-62; Justo, 2013). 

Even though they began by conceding to the 
owner all the prerogatives, to the point of being per
mitted to destroy his propriety, the roman juriscon
sults gradually restricted such practice. They 
acknowledged that the slave was not, in reality, an 
object but a human, even a person, although he 
never ceased to be an objectified human (Klein, 
2002, 4-5). By valuing nature and invoking human 
dignity, both stoics and Christians influenced the 
legislative practice towards limiting the excesses 
over the slaves without nonetheless changing their 
legal condition. By accepting the rules of roman 
society, the Christian church did not formally oppose 
slavery and so legitimized it. It combined religious 

precepts with traditions, philosophical principles, 
and juridical norms in an articulation of the religious 
and secular spheres. In the realm of mental concepts, 
the interpretations of the fathers and doctors of the 
church were added to the apostles’ word, particularly 
St. Paul, and the influence of the epoch’s philosoph
ical thinking, namely the stoics. For instance, 
St. Thomas Aquinas, who denies the existence of 
slavery in the primal natural state, admits it as an 
institution of secondary natural law. From a human 
concept rooted in jus gentium, he attempted to con
ciliate the Aristotelian theory of slavery, as natural 
condition, with the argument of the punishment of 
sin, conveyed by the holy fathers, especially 
St. Augustine, and with the titles of propriety 
inscribed in roman civil law (cf. Pimentel, 2019, 
405-407). He united nature and divinity in the same 
construction to which man has access through his 
rationality and whose justice civil law should reflect. 
From the accord of different dispositions, sprout the 
compilation of varied and complex considerations, 
which became consistent support for the allegation 
of future authors. When trying to moralize the justifi
cation of slavery, these authors frequently invoked 
the authority of this eminent figure, whose theories 
marked Western European civilization. 

Legalized by the Roman jurisconsults and justi
fied by the church theoreticians, the legitimation of 
slavery was further consolidated, during the thir
teenth century, with its inclusion in the Decretais of 
Gregory IX. Promulgated by the pontiff with the bull 
Rex Pacificus of 5 September 1234, which integrated 
the Corpus Iuris Canonici, the first large compilation 
of canonical laws2. Like the Corpus Iuris Civilis 
Romanii, the Corpus Iuris Canonici presents the 
four juridical titles that conferred legality to slavery: 
the capture of the defeated in armed conflict, punish
ment for crimes, sale of oneself or his children, and 
slavery as a hereditary condition (Gregory IX, 1584, 
Liber Extra, liber I, titulus XVIII; Liber Extra, liber 
II, titulus IX; Liber Extra, liber III, titulus XXXIX). 

In Western Europe, slavery was present in the 
most diverse legal regulations, from customary 
norms to roman laws, from papal to regal determin
ations (cf. Souza, 1910, 63-75; Verlinden, 1949, 17; 
Amaral, 1796, vol. VI, 258 e vol. VII, 213-215; 
Barros, 1947, 75, 113-116; Carvalho, 1877, 16). The 
code named Las Siete Partidas (Seven-Part Code), of 
Alfonso X, king of Castile and León (1252-1284), 
with noteworthy impact in the Iberian Peninsula, 
included within slavery’s scope the children of slave 
women and individuals that, for manifold reasons 
ranging from extreme necessity to debts, gave them
selves as slaves or sold their own children (Las Siete 
Partidas, 1555, Partida II, título 29; Partida IV, título 

2. After being revised, this legislative compilation was 
approved by Gregory XIII in 1580, having been in effect 
until 1917. 
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21). Similarly, in Portugal, in the middle of the fif
teenth century, the Ordenações Afonsinas (Alphon
sine Ordinances), which were the first Portuguese 
compendium of laws and whose dispositions were 
based on roman and canonical law and used as 
framework for future compilations, regulated the 
existence of slavery, the conditions of subjection and 
the rules applying to the commercialization of slaves. 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the 
Iberian world experienced the discoveries, the eco
nomic and political dominion of overseas territories, 
the apostolic mission, the dauntless feats for the glory 
of God and king. Simultaneously, the Atlantic slave 
trade began to develop to bypass the trade outposts of 
the Muslim and the Italian republics. It moved slave 
trade’s main route from the Mediterranean to the 
Atlantic, enabling the establishment of regular com
merce of slaves between the African, European, and, 
later, American continents. Africa was soon to become 
Modern Age’s great reservoir of slave workforce. 

Considering slavery as a long duration process, we 
can sustain that it was in the context of a centuries-
old process rooted in the ethical-juridical theories that 
modern expansionism found its most solid pillars to 
enslave and trade the non-Christian people encoun
tered along with the maritime voyages. Within this 
movement overseas, the acts of conquest, Christian
ise, enslave and colonize were intrinsically related. 
The Roman Church granted unconditional support to 
these practices, recognizing the armed conflicts as 
“just wars” and validating the possession of territories 
and peoples3. Among the many pontifical authorities 
that did this was Pope Nicholas V. In the papal brief 
Dum Diversus of 18 June 1452, he granted the king 
of Portugal the right to conquer, attack, and subjugate 
all the territories in the hands of the Saracens, pagans, 
and other “enemies in the name of Christ,” as well 
as, the possibility to enslave all the inhabitants of 
these kingdoms. That same pope, on 8 January 1455, 
through the Romanus Pontifex bull, insisted once 
again in this political and ideological orientation, 
authorizing the incursions into the lands of the 
unfaithful, recognizing their absolute subjection to 
Portugal and legitimizing the peoples’ slavery and 
trade, even those who had not received any Muslim 
religion’s influence (cf. Godinho, 1968, 153-158). 

3. In the Medieval theocratic conceptions, the church, led 
by the pope, exerted temporal and spiritual powers over all 
the people in the universe. It rested on the pope the right to 
authorize armed conflict, in case of disobedience, and to 
delegate or confirm such authority to other entities (cf. 
Thomaz, 1991, 147-148). He judged on the war’s justifying 
case and determined the condition in which the peoples 
could be punished with suppression of the territories that, 
justly or unjustly, they possessed. The Portuguese kings 
would not begin to fight the Moors without papal authoriza
tion to, in this way, ensure their claim to the conquered 
lands. 

The legitimacy of war, whose purpose was the 
reconquest of former church territories or the defense 
of the spread of the gospel, reflected the spirit of cru
sade so characteristic of medieval Christian thought. In 
canon law, it constituted the foundation for the appro
priation of territories and the enslavement of the 
unfaithful4. The war took the form of a trial, 
a judgment from God on Christ’s enemies. It legitim
ized the domination over the conquered, and the com
muting of the death penalty, to which they should be 
subjected by jus gentium, into slavery was due to 
humanitarian principles. It was the justification for the 
appropriation of “bestial people” that did not know the 
principles of faith, nor the moral precepts and the 
benefits of civilization. Furthermore, by declaring the 
war “just,” all Christians that died in armed conflict 
were absolved of guilt and punishment. The apology 
of force was justified by the ends to be reached and 
was perfectly framed within the ideals of the Church 
and the mentally of the epoch. The war accomplish
ments against a dangerous and non-Christian adversary 
enabled attaining honor and heroism while providing 
wealth in the earthly life and good fortune in the 
afterlife. 

Nonetheless, since the thirteenth century, a debate 
within Christian thought was underway concerning 
the applicability of the notion of crusade, following 
an explicative hypothesis derived from scholastic 
naturalism. Saint Thomas Aquinas was crucial in 
this movement. He had an extraordinary influence in 
the later theories’ formulation by defending that the 
people did not lose, by reason of being unfaithful, 
the domain nor the political power over their territor
ies. All men enjoyed the natural rights that were 
intrinsic and recognized by reason itself, regardless 
of them being believers or pagans, heretical or 
unfaithful, rude or learned, sinners or atheists (cf. 
Antunes, 1992, 47-52; Pimentel, 2007, 299-318). 

The realities the expansionist movement brought 
to the Europeans’ awareness conjoined with the 
notorious tendency of renascence thinking to the 
development of assumptions regarding the naturalis
tic order, the valorization of human nature, human 
dignity, and, inherently, a change in values. As such, 
the revelation of “new” socio-anthropological worlds 
functioned as a critical trigger. It made evident the 
maladjustment of the European juridical notions in 

4. Besides the already mentioned diplomas of Nicholas V, 
other papal diplomas can be inscribed in the same theoret
ical and juridical presuppositions: the bulls Etsi Cuncti of 
1456, from Pope Callixtus III, Aeterni regis of 1481, from 
Pope Sixtus IV, and Inter Coetera of 1493, from Pope 
Alexander VI. Pope Alexander VI that, after Colombo’s 
discoveries, made the division of the “discovered and to be 
discovered territories” between Portugal and Castile, whose 
Portuguese challenge led to the signature of the Treaty of 
Tordesillas (1494). Then, the church’s hegemony was 
already much questioned. 
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relation to the overseas realities while facilitating the 
development of the jus naturale currents underway 
in the realm of scholastic philosophy. If it was pos
sible to declare “Just War” against some peoples 
under the theory of the crusade, assuming these had 
rebelled against Christ’s law and papal authority, the 
same was not feasible regarding the peoples without 
prior knowledge of the Gospel, or which were not 
followers of the heralds of the divine word5. The  fra
gility of the theoretical foundations inability to con
template such diverse situations became evident. In 
these cases, where radicated the legitimacy of Euro
pean domination and the peoples’ enslavement? 

The legal and political questions raised by the dis
covery of the New World, centered in the problem
atic of the legitimacy or injustice of the Spanish 
colonization, were asserting themselves. It is in this 
context that is published the bull Sublimis Deus of 
29 June 1537, in which Pope Paul III, recognizing 
the righteousness of the arguments, takes the initia
tive of forbidding the enslavement of individuals 
living outside of the realm of Christian religion. 
Similarly, we had the publication of the “New Laws” 
(1542-1543) of Charles V, which try to delineate the 
right of dominion over men and territories6. In an  
environment of strong ideological contention, the 
1500s controversy opposing Bartolomé de las Casas, 
defender of the American Indians humanity, to Juan 
de Quevedo and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, which 
saw them as brute animals, became famous. Its high
light was the public debates taking place at Valladolid 
in 1550 and 1551 (Pérez Fernández, 1996, 37-38). It 
was the start of a long confrontation process between 
traditional culture and the new anthropological and 
ethical-juridical conceptions. The issue was, primor
dially, the dominion over the peoples outside of the 
orbis christianus, as was the case of the American 
indigenous. Concerning the Africans, on the other 
hand, they could continue to be used as slaves, and 
their condition derived from the general supposition 
that they were prisoners of a “Just War” arriving 
already as enslaved at the American continent. The 
denunciation of the injustices of their captivity only 
begun in the second half of the sixteenth century. 

Faced with the recent evidence and in light of the 
new conceptual perspectives, a revision of the titles 

5. The recognition of the unity of the human race and the 
lack of spread of the Gospel to all men profoundly shook 
traditional convictions that justified and legitimized the use 
of force and the enslavement of the unfaithful resisting 
preaching. Regarding some peoples, such justifications 
could not be valid, nor could they be included in the defin
ition of unfaithful (cf. Dias, 1982, 71 e 149-161). 
6. In 1512, the assembly of Burgos convened by Ferdi
nand, the Catholic, had determined the first measures in 
favor of the Indians, recognizing them as free men (cf. 
Barbier, 1966, XII-XV). The “Laws of Burgos”, however, 
were not applied until 1537, when Pope Paul III decided to 
intervene with the Sublimis Deus bull. 

legitimizing war, the expropriation of territories, and 
the enslavement of peoples were inevitable. It was 
essential to adapt the system to new convincing theor
etical formulations applicable to all peoples, regard
less of the religious, social, and political 
circumstances in which they lived. In this process, the 
jurists and theologians of the Iberian school of natural 
law were involved, echoing ideas expressed by Saint 
Thomas Aquinas, rethinking the reasoning for con
quest, dominion, and evangelization, as well as the 
rights of local peoples and the principles for the coex
istence of nations. Merging theology and rationality, 
they challenged the ideal of the crusades and inflected 
towards what was to become the modern juridical 
thought. The foundations of “Just War” were revised, 
and the theory on peaceful evangelization, through 
preaching, as inscribed in the  law of nations  as  
a prerogative of the peoples, replaced the ideology of 
the crusade (Dias, 1982, 204). Such change did not 
imply any modification to religious practices nor to 
the legitimacy of the colonial presence. It did signify, 
however, a change of attitude and, mostly, an ideo
logical adjustment7. In this process Francisco de 
Vitoria (1483-1546), Domingos de Soto (1494- 1560), 
Martín de Azpilcueta Navarro (1492-1586), Luis de 
Molina (1535-1600), Francisco Suárez (1548-1617), 
among other theologians and jurists from the School 
of Salamanca became famous. A few Portuguese fol
lowed their steps, as were the cases of Fernão Rebelo 
(1547-1608), Baptista Fragoso (1559-1639) e Estêvão 
Fagundes (1577-1645). They questioned the right
eousness of the many captivities regarding the law of 
nations, civil law, and ecclesiastic law, contributing to 
a reconsideration of the notions of dominion, evangel
ization, ethics of colonialization, legitimate and 
adequate treatment, and the classification of the 
peoples (cf. Maurício, 1977, 165-195). 

By rejecting all the titles that had been granted 
until that point by the right of war and conquest, 
based on the papal authority and the imperial 
powers, these thinkers of the second scholasticism 
denied the supremacy of ecclesiastic law over nat
ural law, as was intended by the legitimacy of war
rior action, as well as the titles of dominion founded 
on the mental incapability, the unfaithfulness, the 
barbarianism, the anthropophagy or other “sins” 

7. The cases of licit war begun to be determined by the 
governmental authorities through an evaluation of the polit
ical and economic conditions, which left room for plenty of 
doubts and interpretations. In parallel, in Renascence 
Europe the pacifist thesis of the Christian humanist current 
spread. To it were aligned figures like Erasmus of Rotter
dam and the peninsular Juan Luis Vives. Pacifism presented 
itself as a convenient political solution to Christianity’s 
internal question, yet it was completely maladjusted to situ
ations where the interests and values of European civiliza
tion were called into question by the power of unfaithful 
peoples. 
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contrary to nature8. They took root on the presuppos
ition that all men are original free, existing no slaves 
by nature, and accepted the natural law precepts that 
gave each people legitimate possession of their terri
tories and population. For Francisco Vitoria, follow
ing Saint Thomas Aquinas’ ideas, the Indians were 
the legitimate possessors of the territories in which 
they lived, exerting their sovereignty prior to the 
Spanish arrival. Such right of civil dominion, 
granted by natural law to everyone, was not annulled 
by the absence of faith or by unfaithfulness. There 
was no righteous foundation for the occupation of 
their lands either for other sovereignties or for the 
imposition of faith, which should come from free 
choice (Vitoria, 1966, 13-33). The thinking of Luís 
de Molina expressed the same theory that neither 
pope, nor emperor or any other prince, besides his 
own, had any jurisdiction over the peoples that were 
beyond the church’s area of influence, and the same 
can be said of Azpilcueta Navarro or Martinho de 
Ledesma (cf. Dias, 1982, 192-199 e 202). 

They also admitted as natural the principles of soci
ability and fraternity that were part of the law of 
nations. These, when correctly observed, could legit
imize the use of arms and the appropriation of territor
ies and peoples. From the principle of sociability 
derived, as Nature’s precepts, the right to communica
tion and commerce between all nations, as well as the 
right to religious preaching. The principle of fraternity 
placed the less developed nations under the tutelage of 
the more developed. Luís de Molina argued that war 
and domination would only be justifiable if any of 
these prerogatives granted to all humanity by the law 
of nations had been denied9. In the regions beyond 
Christianity, he recognized as justified repressive wars 
or the protection of victims of certain cruel rituals if 
the peoples consented to their presence. Outside of 
these situations, Molina did not approve the licitness 
of war – repressive or conquest – grounded on lack of 
civilization, mental minority, idolatry, or customs 
believed contrary to Nature (cf. Dias, 1982, 196-203). 

The jurists and theologians, however, conceded 
that in certain circumstances, legitimate enslavement 
was possible. Besides recognizing the enslavement 
of the prisoners of a “just war,” they also accepted 
such a condition to the condemned from a felony 

8. In the theological-juridical perspective, unfaithfulness 
was only a sin if there was knowledge and posterior 
renouncement of the gospel, which was not applicable to 
the American Indians (cf. Dias, 1982, 173). 
9. Nonetheless, Molina did not admit that the right to navi
gate, to trade, to resist, to extract wealth, to settle cities and 
to other forms of sociability and communication deduced 
from the law of nations, were sufficient motive for a “just 
war”. A people could “licitly forbid” such foreign interven
tion, except in cases of “serious and extreme necessity”, 
without this being sufficient injury to justify war (Dias, 
1982, 202). In practice, the exceptions enabled a variety of 
interpretations. 

worthy of such penalty, if it was a hereditary condi
tion and, in times of great scarcity, if the individual 
sold himself or one of his children. The foundations 
of slavery were now radicated either in jus gentium 
or in circumstances regulated by positive law. As it 
were, the dominion the owner held over the slave 
had to be limited, not being permitted to kill or muti
late, nor to demand services not aligned with his 
strength (Maurício, 1977, 166 e 171). Molina pre
sented this demarcation unequivocally when stating 
that slavery was against nature, “if we attend only to 
the primitive constitution of things,” and that, “with 
the advent of other circumstances, the law of nations 
introduced it, however, licit and justly, against what 
nature postulated” (apud Dias, 1982, 202; cf. Maurí
cio, 1977, 166, 171; Coxito, 1999, 119-112; Höffner, 
1977, 344-347). 

To these figures, it was also equitable and pious to 
relieve someone from death for a certain price, as 
long as the motives were in accordance with the 
legal precepts. Nonetheless, Molina, even if stating 
that “no one was obliged to expose himself gra
ciously to dangers, applying his work and industri
ousness,” warns to the consequences of war, 
especially the repressive, and to the disorder, it 
sprouts: “is it not licit to the military authority to 
usurp the adversary’s propriety in a larger extent 
than the reparation of military expenses and of 
injury and damages (if the fight produced them), and 
the just reward for their efforts.” He ends his speech 
cautioning to the hypothesis of it being more con
venient “to these innocents and their State that the 
attackers assume total dominion of these regions, 
which will happen many times” (apud Dias, 1982, 
199-200, nt 214). As can be inferred, in practice, it 
was not easy to manage the interests at hand. The 
arguments could be applied to the most varied cir
cumstances and legitimize different attitudes of 
domination. 

In the case of the Africans, Luís de Molina recog
nized it was “an act of charity to buy the freedom of 
the black, to make them Christians,” but he believed 
it preferable to send missionaries instead of mer
chants to those regions. While this was not the case, 
slavery would be an accepted process, yet limited to 
individuals legitimately enslaved that, through the 
“price of perpetual slavery,” would receive “faith’s 
good” and would be removed from a “barbarous and 
ungodly life, living and dying among Christians” 
(apud Dias, 1982, 200-201). In his thinking, the 
main doubt was not regarding the institution but the 
lack of interest of the merchants for the reasons that 
had led the blacks to lose their freedom. The know
ledge of various abuses did not prevent them from 
trading, with a clear conscience, individuals abu
sively enslaved. 

In the Iberian jurists and theologians’ theories, an 
effort was notorious towards coordinating maxims 
from natural law with norms of positive law, i.e., 
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between the law of nations and the laws of the States, 
within the limits of their application. They challenged 
the theocratic power. Promoted civil power, estab
lished barriers to colonial practices, and shook the 
foundations of slavery. However, their criticism, 
which warned of the failings committed against just
ice, morality, and humanity, usually implied 
a challenge that did not mean a condemnation of the 
practice of slavery. Instead, it aimed at its restriction 
to certain circumstances that made it a righteous and 
legitimate institution, aligned with the precepts of the 
Iberian school of natural law. Their arguments regard
ing “just war” ended up drafting the conceptual basis 
that sustained the formation of colonial areas under 
European domination and, consequently, the onset of 
great contingents of slave workforce. 

The many formulations of thought of the Iberian 
jurist theologians had great repercussion. In Portu
gal, Fernando Oliveira (1507-1581) and António 
Vieira (1608-1697) are only two figures that fol
lowed the same cultural and colonial point of view. 
Fernando Oliveira, one of the most distinguished 
Portuguese of the sixteenth century, expressed, fol
lowing such principles, a strong rebuke of the prac
tices of enslavement and the slave trade, becoming 
the Portuguese pioneer voice in the criticism of slave 
traders. He recriminated the practice of slavery and 
rejected slave trade, justified by supposedly just 
wars and the pretext of redeeming souls. Still, he did 
not assume a condemnation of slavery as an institu
tion (cf. Pimentel, 2015, 269-290). The Jesuit 
preacher António Vieira was part of the same matrix 
of thought. Such orientation is evident when he 
defends the liberty and sovereignty of the Brazilian 
Indians, the human condition of all peoples, and 
when he comments on the existence of slavery and 
slave trade. He often appeals to the Holy Scripture to 
sustain his legal formulations; still, the analogies he 
makes between concrete realities, the examples 
extracted from the holy texts, and the natural law 
principles are a constant to which he connects life 
lessons. To Vieira, the enslavement of the black and 
the Indian deserve different comments. Yet, in either 
case, the subjection should be regulated by juridical 
principles and mitigated by humanizing the treat
ment. Concerning the Indians, he evokes the prin
ciple of freedom and accepts the restrictions in the 
law interdicting their enslavement as legitimate. As 
for the blacks, he follows the general principles of 
the legitimacy of their captivity and, since the Afri
cans arrived at Brazil already as merchandize, he 
places the focus not so much on their captivity but 
instead on the violent conditions they were subjected 
to. He protested against the illegalities, the excesses, 
and the dehumanization but, besides all these consid
erations, it was out of the question to renounce to the 
African slave labor, and he justified the situation 
they faced with the will of God (cf. Pimentel, 2011, 
457-474). 

3 

In Europe, the Iberian jurists and theologians’ con
ceptions conjoined and contributed to the critical 
rethinking of the world, societies, institutions, and 
powers. This had been accumulating, and the great 
political-religious conflict and social turmoil were its 
expression. The jus naturale conceptions were pro
jected in reform and social change movements that 
characterized the following centuries. By promoting 
the autonomy of civil power, radicated in the mem
bers of society and emanating, through reason, from 
a natural law valid for all times and places, regardless 
of each peoples’ particular circumstances, these six
teenth-century thinkers prepared the ground for 
a restructure of the concepts of society and State and 
cleared the path towards the constitutions of the 
future international law. Silva Dias denotes such rele
vance when stating that modern natural law, “long 
before being deepened and developed by seventeenth-
century protestant jurists, had already had 
a fundamental historical moment of research and 
application in the Hispanic theoreticians” (Dias, 
1982, 172). Yet, their doctrines did not aim at sup
pressing slavery, nor were they able to halt the 
growth of the slave trade. In the eighteenth century, 
with the development of the great colonial empires 
and the expansion of the enormous contingents of 
slave workforce that sustained it, the highest numbers 
of human trafficking were registered. Nonetheless, 
this century also saw the birth of the abolitionist 
movements that refuted the legitimacy of slavery10. 

This challenge had begun in England inside the 
Quakers religious sect. However, it rapidly went 
beyond the strictly religious arena to take on 
a humanitarian and political facet. Slavery was far 
from being only a moral problem; it was a social 
issue with economic and political implications, both 
internal and external to the States, which could hardly 
be avoided by the cultural discourses. The existence 
of slavery had to be reconsidered in a world where 
the theocentric view had given place to the anthropo
centric ideals, a new law had been established without 
any relation to the divine law, and a new morality 
independent from any theology had appeared. These 
promoted recognition of the juridical equality of men 
and nations, where the respect for the innate preroga
tives of the individual and human dignity were 
invoked, and the principle of freedom granted by 
nature became a fundamental right. Other juridical 
and philosophical constructions in opposition with the 
reality of slavery existed now, which, following the 
theories of the Neo-Scholastics of the school of 

10. It should be mentioned that, at this time, the institution 
of slavery included not only predominantly Africans and 
their descendants, but also other peoples, inclusively Euro
peans in special circumstances, as will be mention in this 
work. 
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Salamanca, integrated the rationalist thought of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and dissemin
ated an image of individuals and their rights. 

Were the slaves understood within the epochs’ 
intellectual currents and social problems? To which 
point could they be free? Was slavery in conformity 
with human nature? Was it a legitimate or an unjust 
condition? In societies of masters and slaves, what is 
the applicability scope for the concepts of freedom, 
equality, propriety, security, common good, happi
ness, or civilizational progress? How to understand 
the thesis on liberty and the universality of the rights 
of man simultaneously with the practice of slavery? 
These were complex and too controversial questions 
regarding the enunciation of its conceptions and at 
the level of the social, economic, and political prac
tices. The harmonization effort emanated the con
flicts, the game of permanencies and transformations, 
and the ambiguities and contradictions between the 
theoretical and practical discourses. 

At this time, the topic of slavery and slave trade 
was connected to the wider issue of colonization, in 
which the slave continued to possess a high economic 
value. Neither the soil nor the colonial industries pro
duced without his efforts. He was a capitalizable prod
uct through transactions, taxes, and levies to which he 
was subjected to by testamentary or donation  acts,  by  
the rental of his services, or by the modality of 
escravo de ganho (slaves of gain). The slave work 
was deeply related to the exploitation of colonial 
wealth, and these were so relevant to the State’s pros
perity that it was feared a sudden cease of slave work
force usage would lead to the collapse of the whole 
economic structure sustaining the colonial powers. 
Such fears led to a split in attitudes, to doubts and 
resistances, even among abolitionist authors when put
ting into practice the abolitionist proposals. 

Conversely, the challenges of slavery were inte
grated into the turmoil of the theorizations about 
the formation of civil society, political state, and 
sovereign power11. Natural law, the law of 
nations, individual prerogatives, and social pacts 
all entered the discourses and constituted the basis 
of political-philosophical treaties. The jus naturale 
doctrines, regardless of being integrated into the 
absolutist or the liberal ideas, directed these social 
creations and, as such, in a more or less devel
oped fashion, including the existing forms of 
dependency. Once again, natural law, being the 
recurring support to justify the socio-political 

11. Acording to the entry “État de Nature” (Natural State) 
of the Encyclopédie (Encyclopaedia), signed by M. le Che
valier de Jaucourt, “civil society” meant the political body 
formed by the voluntary union of a group of people that 
agree a form of government among themselves, aiming at 
surpassing the inconveniences of the natural state and 
attain stability and common good (Encyclopédie, 1756, 
vol. VI, 18). 

institutions, could not avoid influencing the ideo
logical nucleus generated around slavery. To make 
the arguments righteous and morally grounded the 
human rights were recalculated. 

Liberty became the focal point of the great jur
idical-philosophical constructions. Given that it 
was related to the debates over the prerogatives 
arising to man in nature and civil society, it is not 
surprising that the arguments, either of authors 
criticizing slavery or those justifying its existence, 
were centered on this fundamental concept. 
Accompanying it was the right of propriety as 
entitlement to possession, use, and enjoyment of 
the goods, starting by the body itself and the 
exercise of freedom. On the other hand, the equal
ity that united all men in primitive and hypothet
ical natural conditions sprung social inequality 
due to the diversity among men and in accordance 
with the exercise of freedom itself, as the philoso
pher Jean-Jacques Rousseau proclaimed12. 
A reality that, associated with the notion of the 
superiority of the Europeans, the law of the stron
gest, most capable,  or most gifted,  not to mention  
religious determinisms or the vagaries of nature, 
ended up implying strong distinctions and to 
become another argument towards slavery13. 

The idea of beings born solely to be slaves had 
already lost all credibility, yet slavery continued to 
be defended, with its origin in the social situation, as 
a volitional or contractual act, springing from actual 
natural rights, which legitimized it and created the 
basis for its legality. Freedom held as humanity’s 
natural and universal right was also at the origin of 

12. Rousseau, applying an effort of abstraction and merely 
from agreeing with the jus naturale thinkers, accepted that 
men enjoyed equality in the natural state. He departs from 
this theory in the sense that it was nature itself granting 
men with such diverse characteristics. In his perspective, 
human differences were of two kinds: physical or natural 
inequality, established by nature when giving different 
characteristics to individuals, and moral or political 
inequality, related with different privileges individuals 
might enjoy within societies. However, if for the philoso
pher the differences established inequalities, the state of 
liberty gave equality to all men at birth (Rousseau, 1971a, 
60 e 67). 
13. Voltaire was one of the enlightenment philosophers 
that clearly defended the inequality or inferiority of many 
peoples in relation with the Europeans and even among the 
later. He claimed that “only the blind” could not see that 
whites, blacks, albinos, Hottentots, Lapps, Chinese, and 
Americans were entirely different races, and that the 
blacks, whichever the climate, always produced “animals 
of their kind” and the mulattos were nothing more than 
a “bastard race” (Voltaire, 1829, 19-20). In the case of 
European societies, Voltaire alleged that a social division of 
men in two groups was convenient: the rich that ruled and 
the poor that served. He concludes that evil does not reside 
in inequality, but in dependency (Voltaire, 1878, t. XVIII, 
475). 
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the societies and the political power that guided it, 
aiming, in accordance with circumstances, to legis
late over the common good. Then, considering this 
presupposition, the institution’s permanence was 
justified. 

In Portugal, the catholic bishop José Joaquim da 
Cunha Azeredo Coutinho (1742-1821), one of the 
strongest defenders of African slavery, published in 
1798 the work Analyse sobre a justiça do commercio 
do resgate dos escravos da costa de Africa (Analysis 
about the justice of the trade of the redeem of slaves 
from the African coast). His goal was to demonstrate, 
in opposition to the opinion of some “philosophers in 
vogue,” that slavery and slave trade were neither 
contrary to natural law nor social conventions14. 
Starting from the principle that man is sociable by 
nature, he immediately excluded the primary or abso
lute natural law since all men were born free and 
independent. Their existence would only be observed 
in the secondary natural law, relative to existence in 
society, which imposed on man to choose between 
two evils, the lesser or least damaging to his living. 

Azeredo questions why was slavery not recog
nized as righteous or even mandatory if the good of 
society so demands it? Who could argue it unjust 
from being contrary to natural law? So much so 
since its institutionalization was verified since time 
immemorial, by the particular law of societies, in 
accordance with the secondary natural law (Cou
tinho, 1808, 38-39). In his argumentation, slavery 
appears as an imperative of existence, “supreme law 
of nations,” being the “justice of human laws” in 
relation to the circumstances of each social body 
(Coutinho, 1808, XII). The author challenges the 
absolute facet of natural law, stating the relativity of 
justice, and justifies the existence of slavery from 
natural law, and deducts its principles from the 
requirements of existence (Coutinho, 1808, 13-14). 

The argumentation presented by Azeredo Cou
tinho diverged from the principles defended by the 
“New Philosophers.” Condorcet, for instance, which 
was among the most stringent anti-slavery French
men, said all men were born free, and liberty was an 
inalienable and unending propriety. To reduce a man 
to slavery meant removing all that nature had given 
him to maintain life and fulfill his needs (Condorcet, 

14. “Those of the new philosophical sect that call them
selves strict followers of natural law; and that the law that 
is against natural law and humanity is unjust; and that con
sequently should not be obeyed, do not, nonetheless, pro
vide us with a clear and distinct definition of this Humanity 
of theirs, nor of this natural law of theirs, nor do they tell 
us how it should be applied in the state of society, nor 
whom should be the person or persons that in the state of 
society are or are not authorized to say if the law is or is 
not in accordance with natural law and Humanity. Their 
natural law is arbitrary and their Humanity is it merely in 
name” (Coutinho, 1808, VIII). 

2014, 23). He invoked its perverse feature and the 
evident contradiction with the spirit of the times, 
which aimed at being the great century of reason and 
humanity, but that, while, on the one hand, pro
claimed liberty, on the other imported African blacks 
to whom all possibility of making use of it was 
removed (Condorcet, 1968. t I, 344-348). 

The philosopher blamed societies for allowing 
such a retrograde practice, which distorted its ori
ginal finality and advised the French nation voters to 
proceed to the liberation of all slaves. Such practices 
could not exist within a nation that aimed at being 
free, equal, and sovereign. By entering society, indi
viduals acquired the right to be protected by the 
public force against violence. It was a social duty to 
promote the happiness of all members and, conse
quently, the lawmaker should conform to the laws of 
natural morality. An unjust law, contrary to the rights 
of men, nationals, or foreigners, was a crime com
mitted by the legislator and all who consented to it. 
It was equally criminal to tolerate it when it could be 
destroyed. To allow such abuses was the same as to 
justify all kinds of tyranny and outrages towards 
humanity’s rights (Condorcet, 2014, 31). 

To Condorcet, no law, purchase, punishment, or 
contract permitted the enslavement of a free man. In 
no circumstance could slavery be considered legitim
ate. Even if it was the result of voluntary action, it 
contradicted natural law. No one had the right to sell 
or enslave himself. He could, actually, renounce his 
rights and become a slave, but he should himself con
sider his decision invalid, a victim of madness, 
a passion or a need of the moment, and by conse
quence by no contract could he renounce his rights 
and, maintaining them, he could not be a slave. Faced 
with the justification of the enslavement of the Afri
can peoples as an act of “humanity,” he questioned if 
the simple fact of saving their lives gave the Euro
pean the right to enslave or sell them. In such cases, 
the right over his propriety and even over his work, 
increased by the necessary portion for his subsistence, 
could be acquired, but he could never be righteously 
reduced to slavery (Condorcet, 2014, 24-30). 

However, in some situations, the philosopher 
accepted that an individual might not fully enjoy his 
rights. For instance, being proven that he did not 
have the capacity to use them correctly without 
becoming a danger to other members of society. In 
this group were included children and fools, which 
could be righteously deprived of certain natural 
rights, just like the free slaves that, corrupted by the 
vices of their condition, were incapable of properly 
exercising the functions of a free man all of 
a sudden. Such individuals could not be abandoned 
by society, falling into the legislator the responsibil
ity of conciliating their needs with their rights. In 
these circumstances, to deny them the full exercise 
of their rights was not a violation of the prerogatives 
conceded by Nature nor a continued protection of 
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their violators. It is the use of required prudence so 
that they could attain happiness (Condorcet, 2014, 
32-34)15. 

The allegations of legitimacy frequently appear 
reinforced by philanthropic and civilizational 
reasons. The authors defending slavery usually tried 
to demonstrate that slavery’s suppression was an 
anti-humanitarian procedure of devastating conse
quences, both for the slave-owners and the slaves. 
There were even those attempting to show that slav
ery enabled the slaves to have a higher quality of life 
than the European serfs. For the latter, freedom and 
work force were clearly insufficient to guarantee 
their subsistence; consequently, they defended that 
slavery should be extended to the European 
metropoles16. Azeredo Coutinho distinguished these 
two situations, opposing the “slaves of force” to the 
“slaves of hunger” (Coutinho, 1808, 27-29)17 . Con
cerning the Africans, the slave trade was considered 

15. Diderot and Rousseau also took frontal positions 
against slavery. Diderot not only protested against slavery, 
but also against the type of colonization that was implicit to 
it. To conquer or plunder with violence was, to him, the 
same thing and no one had the right to use the law of the 
strongest to attack the independence of another. It was from 
Nature that sprung man’s right to defend himself, however 
it did not grant anyone the right to attack (Diderot, 1973, 
t. XV, 496, 500-503 e 507). For Rousseau, slavery, which 
was nothing more than a continuous struggle, had no 
reason to exist. He stressed that slavery and law were 
contradictory terms that were mutually exclusive. Being 
a contractualist he humorously questions whether it would 
be possible to establish such an unwise agreement that 
placed the individual in total decency of another: “Je fais 
avec toi une convention toute à ta charge et toute à mon 
profit, que j’observerai tant qu’il me plaira, et que tu obser
veras tant qu’il me plaira” (I’ll make a covenant with you 
all at your expense and all at my profit, which I’ll comply 
as much at it pleases me and you’ll comply as much as it 
pleases me) (Rousseau, 1971b, 64). 
16. Slavery was a reality whose maintenance in the col
onies was useful, but was becoming misaligned with the 
metropoles’ economic and social lives. As such, slave trade 
begun to decline in some European countries, while in 
others it was oriented towards the colonial world. In 
France, the first regulatory determinations concerning the 
maintenance of slaves appeared in the late seventeenth cen
tury, aiming at ceasing the great influx into the French 
metropolis. In the middle of the eighteenth century, Eng
land legislated in favour of returning all the slaves that 
escaped to the metropolis to their slave-owners. In 1772, in 
the famous trial of the Somerset slave, Granville Sharp 
obtained, supported by the study of the English constitu
tional texts, a verdict granting freedom to any slave disem
barking in England. Some years earlier, in Portugal, the 
royal determination of 19 September 1761, moved the 
slave trade from the continent to Brazil by proclaiming as 
free all blacks and mulattos that disembarked in the Portu
guese metropolis arriving from the ports of America. 
Africa and Asia (cf. Pimentel, 1995, 316-320). 
17. For Azeredo Coutinho the argument of humanity 
reverted also to the European. From his perspective, the 

the best means by which the Europeans could 
remove them from the “barbarous customs” of soci
eties in which they lived distant from all civilization. 
Trade and slavery appeared, then, to European eyes, 
once filtered by the slavery defenders point of view, 
as the best way to remove them from a cruel life and 
to guide them towards the privileges of Christianity 
and the benefits of civilization, something to which 
they would otherwise be deprived (Malouet, 1788, 
33-42; Coutinho, 1808, 27-29). 

The juridical foundation of these arguments con
tinued to be developed on four titles already defined 
in Roman law, canonical law, and the theories con
structed by the Iberian school of natural law: slavery 
by necessity, by sentence, by filiation, and by right 
of war. 

A – The argument of necessity, as legitimizing 
source of slavery, is clearly expressed in the juridical 
rationalism and the philosophical theories of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This form of 
subjection was admitted as a defensive resource 
when faced with an arduous circumstance derived 
from war, misery, or debt. On such occasions, slav
ery could either be the consequence of a voluntary 
choice, if the individual gave up his own freedom to 
another, or involuntary, if imposed, which happened 
when the parents sold their children in moments of 
great difficulties. Submission presented itself as an 
alternative to misery or death and could relate to 
a necessity of the dominated or a warranty of the 
dominator. It was, then, a safeguard for both. This 
was the interpretation of the German jurist Samuel 
Pufendorf (1632-1694), one of the main figures of 
modern juridical rationalism, seeing it as a resource 
to, through natural liberty, allow men mutual secur
ity (Pufendorf, 1740, t. III, 70-73). 

This jus naturale thinker did not look for the ori
gins of slavery, and the authority of the slave-
owners, in the state of nature, but instead in society. 
Nature did not grant any authority to the slave-
owners nor to the subjection of the slaves. These, 
just like the serfs, were elements of a family unit 
that, for whatever reason, found themselves in 
a situation of strong dependency towards the head of 
the family. According to Pufendorf, once the human 
race began to multiply, humans became continuously 
more disconnected from the simplicity of the first 
centuries, leading to a search, by all means, of add
itional comfort and a constant increase in wealth. In 
this way, the wealthier begun to dominate the poor, 
with the only aim of subjecting them to work. The 
situation became convenient to those in need who 
searched for refuge with the more affluent families, 

use of the African as slave constituted a benefit and the 
anti-slavery attitude was nothing more than a lack of 
humanity towards the civilized whites, whose condition, 
instead of improving, was becoming equal to that of the 
slaves (Coutinho, 1808, 26, 29 nt 1, 37-38). 
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conditioned that these would provide them with the 
goods required for their lives in exchange for their 
labor. Slavery was then radicated in voluntary con
sent between two persons who entered into 
a contract and not in war, as many authors argued 
(Pufendorf, 1740, t. III, 70-73). 

Similarly, to the German philosopher Christian 
Wolff (1679-1754), an influent author in the juridical 
landscape, it was not war that determined the appear
ance of slaves; it was merely required a situation of 
absolute necessity. Its existence was exclusively 
dependent on the will of men or on an accidental 
event that would make them establish an agreement 
in which the duties and rights of both parties were 
established (Wolff, 1772, t. V, 265-267). In his work 
Institutiones juris naturae et gentium (Institutions of 
the law of nature and of nations), Wolff exposes 
a theory where subjection is presented in two ways: 
perfect, if lifelong and the type of work non-
specified, or imperfect, if temporary and aiming at 
the completion of a specific task (Wolff, 1772, t. V, 
263-265). The latter brought the slave closer to the 
serf. 

Wolff accepted liberty and the equality of all men, 
yet only in the state of nature, putting aside any situ
ation in which they might be and all differences that 
might have existed between them at birth. This is 
why he speaks of the equality of men “in a moral 
sense” (Wolff, 1772, t. I, 141-147). The inequalities 
were nothing more than human deeds, which had 
been considered the humanitarian duties a man had 
towards his fellow men (Wolff, 1772, t. I, 145). 
Meaning that the free and equal men of the original 
natural state became unequal and obliged to the ful
fillment of certain rules when entering the stage that 
the terms “adventitious or accessory natural state,” 
determined “by the contractual obligations, and the 
rights acquired in virtue of the single natural law” 
(Wolff, 1772, t. I, 193-194). Finally, civil society 
would be essential for good regulation of both nat
ural and human rights. By moderating the common 
good, which is its purpose, the sovereign power 
should regulate the types of dependency, since man, 
to execute its obligations, had at times to reach to 
the assistance of others. In this case, according to 
Wolff, nature granted the individual the power to 
make another execute certain tasks and acquire the 
full rights over his proprieties (Wolff, 1772, t. I, 183; 
t. II, 25-27; t. V, 37-39). Here lies one of the specifi
cities of Wolff’s theory regarding the legitimacy of 
slavery18. 

18. In Wolff’s theory, a person has two types of rights: the 
innate rights, to which he is born and which are derived 
from the obligation imposed by nature, and the acquired 
rights, which are established contractually between men. 
Equality, liberty, security, and protection, the right to 
punish, to all things without which man cannot fulfil his 

The encyclopaedist Fortunato Bartolomeu De 
Felice (1723-1789), one of the most prolific natural 
law authors concerning slavery, in the article “Escla
vage” (Slavery), which he signs in the Code de l’Hu
manité (Code of Humanity), exposes the true nature 
of this alienation by mentioning that its introduction 
into society came from a free choice, yet men are 
always forced to it due to a vital necessity (De 
Felice, 1778, 1)19. His entire argument is based on 
the concept of human freedom that was the neces
sary condition for the preservation of the human 
being as a person and not as a thing. 

Depending on the state in which he is, man pos
sesses two types of freedom. If he exists in the nat
ural state, he possesses a natural freedom; if, on the 
other hand, he is freely integrated into a civil state, 
then his freedom is what the author designates as 
civil freedom. The first resides in not recognizing 
any sovereignty in the land and following only the 
natural laws, without any form of dependency 
regarding others. The second consists in not obeying 
any other authority besides that to which he is sub
jected to, nor other laws not emanated from such 
government, in accordance with the power received 
from society (De Felice, 1778, 5; De Felice, 1820, 
t. II, 302-303). Depending on his natural and civil 
liberty, man could not, even by contract, consent to 
his complete enslavement, i.e., subject himself to the 
absolute and arbitrary power of another individual. 

The author is contrary to slavery as a state in 
accordance with human nature, considering it more 
as an institution with a justified place within society 
(De Felice, 1820, t. II, 411). However, he recognizes 
that, since it sprung by force and violence, only by 
these means could it be maintained. Neither the right 
of war, acquisition, nor birth, could be rational 
reasons to explain its existence: “in a word, no one 
in the world can make slavery legitimate” (De 
Felice, 1778, 7, 12). His thinking might appear 
contradictory if one does not take into account that 
De Felice reacts against the oppressive features of 
true slavery, imposed by force, not against the slav
ery springing from each person’s free choice. The 
latter, having the possibility of being useful in cer
tain circumstances to a person, was believe perverted 
due to how it was practiced. He considers the pun
ishments to which the slaves were submitted for the 

natural obligations, and to make others do certain tasks, all 
these are part of the innate rights. There is, then, a group of 
rights that belong to all men indistinctly and another that 
belongs only to an individual or a group of individuals 
(Wolff, 1772, t. I, 157, 193-194). 
19. Besides the article “Esclavage” (Slavery), De Felice 
presents his theory on slavery in Leçons de droit de la 
nature et des gens (Lessons in Natural and Politic Law) and 
the commentaries to the book Principes du droit de la 
nature et des gens (The Principles of Natural and Politic 
Law), of Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui. 
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smallest oversights revolting, turning an institution 
“allowed for a good outcome” to become abusive 
(De Felice, 1820, t. III, 458, 462). It was the exces
sive domination over the slaves that gave slavery 
this malefic feature. The contradiction disappears, 
and slavery acquires, in his perspective, a justified 
place, as long as established voluntarily and under 
a dominion of limited power. The custom of having 
slaves, comments De Felice in his lessons, appeared 
in good time, as soon as the multiplication of the 
human race begun and the comfort of passing to 
others the chores that demanded more effort was rec
ognized (De Felice, 1776, t. I, 198). 

Still, the encyclopaedist stresses the typical eight
eenth-century humanitarianism and points out that 
the right of propriety to which the slaves were sub
jected was not the same applied to inanimate objects. 
In this later case, it was possible to have absolute 
domination and use it according to one’s momentary 
whims. Yet, the right of propriety the slave-owner 
had over the slave, he believed, merely gave the 
power to govern and prescribe laws while also pla
cing duties on him. It is the State’s obligation to 
regulate, through civil law, and monitor the rights 
and duties of slave-owners and slaves, to ensure 
a certain limit to folly and personal rages, any time 
the slave-owners intended to dispense their own just
ice. Only in this way could slavery be maintained 
without this inhuman character exerted over the 
slaves, which led them frequently to desire death, to 
resist and disobey their owner. The cruel punish
ments, which could reach death, were proof of such 
cruelty (De Felice, 1778, 6; De Felice, 1820, 
t. II, 411). 

B - Progeny was another reason invoked to legit
imize slavery. Roman law recognized that among 
slaves, as a rule, there was no marriage, only contu
bernium, i.e., natural or de facto union. As such, and 
since nothing prevented free or occasional unions, it 
determined that partus sequitur ventrem, which 
made slavery a hereditary condition, in which the 
children always kept the mother’s status. The excep
tion was children conceived from unions between 
free women and slaves, in which case the father’s 
condition was inherited. When there was a legal 
union, the children kept the father’s situation. This 
juridical scheme was maintained, and in the eight
eenth century, Montesquieu still interpreted it as 
a precept dictated by reason itself (Montesquieu, 
1849, 347). 

In the juridical theories of Samuel Pufendorf, 
Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui (1694-1748), Jean Bar
beyrac (1674-1744), and Christian Wolff, filiation 
also appears as one of the juridical titles legitimizing 
slavery. For Pufendorf, the children of slaves were 
a good as any other that, rightly, belonged the 
mother’s owner. To those conceived and born from 
a slave mother, the same fate was attributed because 
everything that was required to raise them belonged 

to the master. Those conceived in a state of freedom 
or born after the mother’s emancipation were con
sidered free or slaves, according to the owner’s will 
or what was determined by each State’s law. The 
same happened with the children that the slave 
woman conceived from the masters. The owner’s 
will, believed Pufendorf, was decisive, little matter
ing that the laws of humanity favored their freedom. 
Following the precepts of Roman law, the jurist 
applied the maxim that if the tree fructified for the 
owner, so did the children of slaves belong to the 
mother’s owner. 

Since the slave woman had no possessions, the 
owner had to provide what was required for the sub
sistence of her children until they reached working 
age and could compensate him for the expenses. In 
the first years of work, this retribution would not go 
much beyond the costs spent for the basic needs, so 
the slave was only able to attain freedom through the 
owner’s consent and after having compensated him 
for all that had been required in his breeding and the 
mother’s sustenance, while she was unable to work. 
In the case of children of war prisoners, the consent 
was linked with the debt related to subsistence and 
the fact that the owner, not being obliged to feed 
them, was only acting in this fashion under the pre
supposition they would remain slaves. A condition 
to which was supposed they tacitly consented, so 
much so since they would not be alive had the slave-
owner decided to use the right war granted him of 
sentencing their mother to death. Pufendorf, how
ever, recognized that slaves whose condition came 
from filiation should be treated with less harshness 
because they were in such circumstances by no fault 
of their own, but only due to a misfortune of birth 
(Pufendorf, 1740, t. III, 78-79). 

Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui (1694-1748), a disciple 
for Pufendorf, equally accepted this source of slav
ery (Burlamaqui, 1820, t. V, 139-140). Similarly, his 
translator to French, Jean Barbeyrac (1674-1744), 
following a pufendorfian logic, established 
a correlation between the condition of the children 
of a citizen born subordinated to State laws and the 
children of slaves born subjected to the laws of slav
ery (Barbeyrac, 1740, nts 5-8, 78-79). Considering 
men free by nature did not prevent that, at birth, they 
could become slaves due to a human act. To this nat
ural law author, it was perfectly righteous that, in 
a society in which parents could sell their children in 
case of need, slaves could subject their children to 
the same condition since they possessed nothing. 
Regarding the philosopher Christian de Wolff, he 
accepted the hereditary condition, stressing, how
ever, that it should be temporary. It should be the 
case only until the owner could be compensated for 
the resources spent with the child and the mother 
while incapable of working (Wolff, 1772, t. V, 277). 

Nonetheless, not all thinkers followed the same 
principles. Rousseau, for instance, strongly 
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condemned the enslavement of the children of 
slaves. Notwithstanding the mothers’ condition of 
subjection, the children were born free, and only 
they had the right to dispose of their own freedom 
(Rousseau, 1971, 60-61). Diderot followed the same 
rule and challenged the fact that a man could be the 
propriety of a sovereign, a child propriety of the 
father, a woman propriety of the husband, a servant 
propriety of the lord, or a black slave propriety of 
a colonist. Only a free individual, master of his own 
body and spirit, could select his destiny (Diderot, 
1973, 501). Condorcet added to this right of option 
that the care the owner had towards the children of 
slaves did not give him any power over them, since, 
by removing the parents’ freedom, he had usurped 
their possibility of caring for their children (Condor
cet, 2014, 27 e 29). 

In Portugal, the philosophy professor José Verís
simo dos Santos, in the dissertation A liberdade dos 
filhos dos escravos demonstrada pelas leis da natur
eza (The freedom of the children of slaves proven by 
the laws of nature) of 1772, and forbidden by the 
Royal Board of Censorship, challenged the argu
ments used by Pufendorf and Barbeirac and 
defended the freedom of the children of slaves. Not 
denying the existence of slavery, the author admitted 
it only in cases that did not contradict the precepts of 
natural law. He considered it an “unfortunate situ
ation,” perfectly legitimate in certain cases but dis
agreed with the justification that it came from a state 
of nature and its legalization by common law. For 
Veríssimo dos Santos, the state of nature was a state 
of equality where all men enjoyed the same faculties, 
and no one could say that his soul was of a different 
nature or his body of a different build. No one could 
invoke the right to take possession of another’s free
dom or of subjecting him to his will. From this, he 
deduced that slavery was a circumstance in which 
man places himself by his own initiative (Santos, 
1772, 3v-4). 

According to the author, the main origin of slav
ery radicated in war, by which men called into ques
tion their duties of sociability, peace, and kindness 
towards their fellow man. The same happened with 
civil societies that did not mutually respect each 
other (Santos, 1772, 5-6v). From this status of 
mutual destruction, completely opposed to the pur
pose for which man was created, sprung the right to 
enslave related to the suffered offenses, as the heavi
est penalty applied by the winners on the defeated. 
Veríssimo dos Santos deduced that those not in such 
circumstances should not be given such a stern pun
ishment. Why should the children of slaves remain 
in such state of misery in which their parents lived? 
Had they committed any crime or did God provided 
them with different purposes? In civil societies, we 
could constantly see parents committing crimes 
without their children facing punishment for those 
very crimes. 

His readings of the Roman jurisconsults and jus 
naturale theorists did not convince him. Quite the 
opposite, he revealed himself very critical of the 
invoked arguments. He did not understand, for 
instance, why, to Pufendorf, the slave remained 
dependent on his owner’s consent to be emancipated, 
even after his labor exceeded the costs incurred 
during his childhood and the owner had been com
pensated. If, in Barbeyrac’s opinion, the parents 
could subject the children to slavery, how would 
these be capable in adulthood of searching for their 
means to emancipate? How could they do so in 
countries where the law determined the heredity of 
this condition? Besides, how could a comparison be 
made between subjection to the laws of a society, 
whose end was the citizens’ happiness, with subjec
tion to slavery that placed them in the most degrad
ing and miserable condition? The laws of society, 
which aim at the wellbeing of men, are the same as 
those of nature, while the laws of slavery contradict 
their principles (Santos, 1772, 14v-17v). How could 
Pufendorf defend the enslavement of the children of 
slave women, invoking the master’s benevolence 
that, instead of killing them by right of war, granted 
him life in exchange for slavery? 

Answering this last question, Veríssimo dos 
Santos, making use of Burlamaqui’s ideas, tried to 
demonstrate that sociability meant mutual obliga
tion between men and, if a person was allowed to 
treat as enemy those that committed an offense, 
the truth was that such right did not enable the 
destruction of this principle. If only necessity 
authorized the use of force, this principle should 
constitute the rule and measure for what could be 
done. Essential for the principle of sociability was 
the distinction between rightful defense and ven
geance. The former did not allow more than 
a momentary, and as needed, suspension of ben
evolence, preventing rightful defense from being 
opposed to sociability. The same did not happen 
with vengeance that, by destroying the principle of 
benevolence, placed “in its place a vicious passion 
of hatred,” contrary to the common good and con
demned by natural law. Besides, once surpassed 
the state of war and the captives having expressed 
regret, all right to kill ceased, and they should be 
treated within the norms advised by sociability 
(Santos, 1772, 12v-13v). Consequently, the justifi
cation for the child to follow the mother’s condi
tion, due to the slave-owner’s benevolence, was 
opposed to the principles adopted by the authors. 

Veríssimo dos Santos concluded that slavery, 
being one of the hardest punishments a man could 
suffer, could only be applied to those that had com
mitted grave felonies. 5rAs such, he considered the 
enslavement of the children of slaves an injustice 
since they should not participate in the parent’s guilt. 
The filiation argument was unjustifiable, more so 
because “being rational creatures, in the early period 
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entering this life, capable of deserving or nor deserv
ing, it follows quite clearly that the natural laws 
would pronounce them incapable of deserving with
out guilt such a grave punishment as slavery” 
(Santos, 1772, 18). 

The condition’s heredity was also associated with 
another matter of extreme relevance to seventeenth-
century theorists: the right of propriety. If it was con
sidered righteous, it should include the possibility of 
transmitting the condition, whichever it might be – 
opulence or misery – as any other good. In the 
acceptance or rejection of this right as legitimate res
ided the justice or injustice of the heredity of slavery. 
However, for the French polemicist Simon Nicolas 
Henri Linguet (1736-1794), it was not the law that 
determined the transmission of this condition, which 
he qualified as inhumane, but society itself “that is 
founded on such strange degradation of the natural 
principles” (Linguet, 1774, 67-71). The actual prob
lem raised by Linguet was not about the condition 
itself but the justice or injustice of propriety and its 
transmission. The recognition of the right of propri
ety implied the continuation of slavery through the 
children. The heredity principle, legally approved, 
whether it befell on the accumulation of wealth or on 
a condition, consolidated the legitimacy of slavery 
by birth. In Linguet’s conception, slavery was not 
a total spoliation but the acquisition of an asset of 
negative character, not escaping the law that regu
lated the right of propriety. 

Linguet assured that inherited transmission of the 
condition was the only way for the children of slaves 
to subsist. Freedom was of no good if, without any
thing else of their own, they also lacked the owner’s 
protection. It would be the same as condemning 
them from birth to death. Additionally, if the child 
belonged to the parent and this to the owner, then the 
child belonged equally to the owner. Because free
dom and slavery were both a consequence of the 
law, which, on the one hand, decided the slave 
belonged to the owner and that he had right over him 
without exception, and, on the other hand, placed the 
child in total dependency on the parent. The freedom 
of the children of slaves contradicted these two 
determinations and, as such, any disobedience went 
against both law and society, which had in parental 
authority one of the central principles of social coex
istence. The child could not belong to the parent 
without belonging to the owner, and any legislation 
that subtracted the child to the yoke of one to obey 
natural law violated the civil law that subjected him 
to the power of the other. Either the parents had no 
power over the children, which led to society’s 
destruction, or this power, if kept, had to be subor
dinated to the established norms and, in this situ
ation, paternal authority would be the rightful, 
unassailable, origin of inherited slavery. He adds that 
paternal authority also worked as an indispensable 
factor for the child to learn to respect the law, which, 

according to Linguet, was in itself sufficient reason 
to legitimize the heredity of slavery (Linguet, 1774, 
72-80). 

This issue did not go unnoticed by one of the 
main representatives of liberal natural law philoso
phy, to whom propriety was a key concept. To John 
Locke, propriety, which included life, liberty, and 
goods, was one of the natural rights the State should 
protect and ensure to individuals. He does not deny 
the existence of slavery, which he defines as 
a continuous state of war between a legitimate con
queror and his captive. He considers the slaves as 
prisoners of a “just war,” subjected to the absolute 
domination and arbitrary will of the winners, in 
accordance with natural law. Consequently, they 
were incapable of possessing any type of propriety 
and could never be considered as integrating civil 
society. Under the despotic power of their owners, 
and until there was a contract annulling the state of 
war and ceasing slavery, the slaves, parents, and 
children, constituted private propriety, subjected to 
the authority of the State (Locke, 2007, §24, 52; §85, 
104-105; §73, 93-94; § 123, 142; §172. 189-190). 

C – Condemnation by court to the condition of 
slave took on a character of punishment to which 
any person could be subjected to if he did not respect 
the socially established rules. As in societies, in the 
state of nature, the punishment was licit by natural 
laws. Since long ago, penal and canonical laws 
adopted slavery as a punishment for grave crimes, 
breach of contract, or insolvency20. It should be 
recalled the cases of Christians condemned to slav
ery for assisting the moors in the wars against the 
Christians, and the insolvent debtors, which were 
delivered to the creditors until their debt had been 
paid with their work. 

The jurists and theologians of the sixteenth cen
tury accepted this justification as one of the legitim
ate reasons for slavery and slave trade. Fernão Pérez 
and Luís de Molina present it, rooting it in civil, 
canonical, and common positive penal law, even 
among the “savage peoples” (cf. Maurício, 1977, 
166, 174-175; cf. Hoffner, 1977, 344-347). With 
some differences, these would also be the opinions 
of the jus naturale authors. Under their theories, the 
creditors could licitly reduce the debtors to the con
dition of slaves until their debt was repaid with their 
work. In this context, the creditor could subject the 
insolvent to be enslaved by a master, which would 
pay a pre-established price for him (Wolff, t. V, 

20. One of the most polemic explanation for slavery was 
the religious and moral justification that placed the root of 
subjection in a divine curse, and justified its existence to all 
Christianity as a way for rehabilitation. Slavery appears, in 
this context, connected to the idea of sin and punishment of 
the sinner and the offspring, which was rooted in Cain’s 
condemnation or Noah’s curse on Can’s generation (cf. 
Pimentel, 2019, 395-438). 
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269). He had the right to demand from him the work 
to which he was obliged, even being able to force 
him by use of punishments, if he denied to work, yet 
he was never allowed to be a tyrant over him. Nature 
gave him the right to punish those that caused losses, 
but not the right over life and death, because his 
power of owner was applied to determine the action 
of the slaves, in accordance with the natural laws, 
and not as possession over their bodies (Wolff, t. V, 
273-275). 

The Italian jurist and philosopher Gaetano Filan
gieri (1752-1788), in the book La Scienza della Leg
islazione (The science of legislation), included 
a small part related to the suspension of liberty, 
insisting in the penal character that slavery could 
take. The privation of freedom or, as Filangieri 
named it, the “privation punishment” was one of the 
many types of sanctions an individual could be sub
jected to if he broke some of the pacts established 
with society. It could take on several modalities: jail, 
condemnation to public labour, deportation – tem
porary or perpetual – and exile within the country. 
Of these modalities, it is interesting here to highlight 
the condemnation of public labor and deportation. 

At first glance, one might think Filangieri was far 
removed from a slave context. However, it can be 
seen that the author established the limits for 
a condemnation that placed a person in the condition 
of slave. Besides, the European courts, directly or 
indirectly, sent into slavery countless individuals. 
The author recognizes it when approximating this 
condition with the condemnation to public labour 
and, mostly, to exile in the colonial world. As he 
defended, the sentence brought a double benefit to  
society: on the one hand, it punished, and on the 
other, it reverted to itself the occupations of the 
offenders. While their bodies exhibited the marks of 
the punishment, their labor, either in agriculture, 
commerce, or in the mines or construction, would 
slowly compensate the society their crimes had 
offended (Filangieri, 1788, t. IV, 82-83). He added 
that the countries with colonies, where the scarcity 
of population did not enable the development of 
agriculture and industry, could take advantage of 
these condemned individuals, of whom society could 
get rid of, as an example to the rest of its members. 
In the jurist’s perspective, rehabilitation and, inclu
sively, their contribution to the creation of excellent 
political societies was not excluded (Filangieri, 
1788, t. IV, 88). 

A sentence had in itself the possibility of applica
tion to crimes of different degrees, according to its 
duration and intensity. Then, according to Filangieri, 
a larger quantity of punishments could be established 
depending on the quality of the crime, and slavery, 
perpetual or temporary, more or less arduous in 
accordance with the service, was among these pun
ishments, duly proportionate to the criminal offense. 
Nonetheless, the use of these punishments, which 

suspended freedom, deported, and subjected the indi
vidual to forced labor, should be strictly regulated by 
law to prevent abuses (Filangieri, 1788, t. IV, 83). 

Once more, opinions diverged regarding this legal 
allegation. Condorcet was, again, a dissonant voice 
and, following Filangiere’s caveat, stressed the sen
tences’ lack of regulation, which further exposed the 
illegitimate character of slavery as punishment. For 
a sentence to be just, the law needed to determine its 
duration and form. If an individual could be con
demned to public labor because the law determined 
the duration of the work, nourishment, and punish
ments in case of laziness or revolt, the same did not 
happen regarding slavery, where the punishment is 
undetermined depended solely on the owner’s 
whims. As for the slaves bought in Africa, concluded 
Condorcet, it was absurd to think them all criminals 
(Condorcet, 2014, 27). 

D – The right of war or of the winner, with the 
related law of the strongest, is the most considered 
justification. The previously mentioned subjection 
from condemnation could also be the result of the 
commuting of the death penalty and, in such a case, 
was related with the prerogatives a state of war 
granted to the winner over the defeated. Since clas
sical antiquity, the captured enemies, condemned to 
capital punishment by jus gentium, saw their sen
tence converted into perpetual slavery for humanitar
ian reasons21. This was maintained throughout the 
Middle Age and, in the seventeenth century, the Por
tuguese jurist and theologian João Baptista Fragoso, 
teacher at the University of Évora, stressed the rela
tionship between slavery and the sentiment of mercy 
since it was introduced into the law of nations “to 
mitigate the fury and harshness of war” (Maurício, 
1977, 153). Originating in the times long past, by 
giving the winner the possibility of taking control 
over the defeated, the right of war took on a strong 
relevance in the legal profile of slavery. Arguments 
focused on humanitarianism, defense, necessity, and 
punishment intertwined in this juridical title. As 
already mentioned, the jurists and theologians of the 
sixteenth century accepted this form of subjection as 
legitimate, limiting it to cases of war in which it was 
deemed righteous. With differences, this would also 
be one of the main topics of modern jus naturale dis
courses. However, in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, the question of war acquires another 
dimension. It was a fight between nations and 
a conflict between individuals, to whom natural law 
provided the observance of individual prerogatives 
and their defense in case of spoliation. The tension 
generated among nations was actually a reflex of 
these conflicts. Slavery is presented, then, not as 

21. An etymological explanation for the word serf derives 
the vocable of the verb servare, related to the tradition of 
the emperor maintaining the life of the prisoners of war, 
and commuting their deaths to serfdom. 
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a direct consequence of the right of war but as result
ing from the winners’ rights over the defeated. 

To Pufendorf, war did not give origin to slavery; 
instead, it merely gave the winner the right to kill 
the enemy in a just war. Men took arms to defend 
themselves or keep their fundamental rights. If, by 
chance, the winner listened to the voice of humanity 
and reason – contrary to the killing of the unarmed 
and weakened enemy – and granted him life, and 
derive some profit from it, depended solely on his 
will (Pufendorf, 1740, t. III, 71). 

Such determination, he comments, proceeded 
only from human rationality and not from any divine 
right, as other authors intended, even if God 
approved, which was in accordance with righteous 
reason (Pufendorf, 1740, t. III, 71). Through an 
agreement, the winner could keep the life of the 
defeated while he promised him his, as much as pos
sible, absolute services and obedience. From this 
contract ensued not only the end of the war but also 
the definition of the positions of winner and 
defeated. The obligation of a prisoner as slave was 
not only based on the life granted by the winner 
granted or on the postponement of his possible 
death, but also in the enjoyment of all that would 
have been barred to him had he been behind prison 
bars. Even in this condition, the slave could enjoy 
what Pufendorf called “bodily freedom” (Pufendorf, 
1740, t. III, 74). 

However, Burlamaqui warned of the confusion 
that was made, in practice, between freedom and 
what he termed “license,” i.e., an unregulated free
dom, contrary to the duties of man. Freedom was 
understood as a middle ground between “license,” 
which distorted its usage, and slavery, which annihi
lated it completely. To prevent the different interests 
from clashing, it was demanded that the use of free
dom did not remain under each person’s criteria. The 
natural laws were themselves a brake ensuring and 
regulating the use of liberty between people so as 
not to offend the other’s interests and be advanta
geous to all (Burlamaqui, 1820, t. II, 301-302). 
Given this, and because all have by nature the same 
right to freedom and choice, natural law imposed 
a reciprocal obligation of not disturbing the others in 
the exercise of these rights (Burlamaqui, 1820, t. II, 
297). He concludes that human society is a society 
of equality because all men have to obey the natural 
laws and enjoy the same freedom and independence. 
Consequently, it is not an equality of fact but of law 
(Burlamaqui, 1820, t. II, 407). 

From the principle of freedom, Burlamaqui 
extracted two fundamental rules to human behavior. 
The first permitted that a person treats as enemy 
anyone who intended to usurp such capacity from 
him since freedom was his fundamental right and 
ensured his safety regarding other individuals. He 
was authorized to kill his enemy with legitimacy or, 
by agreement, to enslave him (Burlamaqui, 1820, 

t. II, 302). The second rule forbids the absolute relin
quishing of a person’s own freedom. The individual 
did not become exempt from his duties, including 
the maintenance of his existence. Nonetheless, he 
could relinquish part of his freedom if this would 
place him in an advantageous position, which hap
pened when men freely constituted civil societies 
(Burlamaqui, 1820, t. II, 305). 

In summary, even though he considered natural 
freedom as the most precious gift that could not be 
traded, sold, or lost, Burlamaqui ends up concluding 
that its limitation could be positive. Slavery could 
exist as a free man’s defense against another who 
intended to curtail his freedom and, as such, be 
understood as an aggressor (Burlamaqui, 1820, t. II, 
297, 407). It would even be a defense in relation to 
the prisoners of war who were merely old surren
dered enemies and, consequently, potential adversar
ies. Then, the defeated on the battlefield should be 
enslaved, and those in their lands, even if not partici
pating in the conflict, inclusively their descendants 
(Burlamaqui, 1820, t. V, 139-140). From Burlama
qui’s perspective, a double humanitarian and utilitar
ian facet marked the custom of enslaving the 
prisoners of war, which had been implemented in the 
distant past and was almost universally accepted 
since life was granted to the enemy in exchange for 
rigorous obedience in the service of the winner. He 
highlights that the church itself allowed this dupli
city to transpire by allowing the subjugation of the 
blacks required for colonial labor (Burlamaqui, 
1820, t. II, 297; t. V, 140). 

De Felice, a commentator of Burlamaqui’s work, 
also understood the concept of freedom as a natural 
prerogative authorizing human beings to push aside, 
by all means, the yoke another tried to impose (De 
Felice, 1778, 1-6). The violation of the right of free
dom led him to enter a continuous state of war with 
anyone trying to establish violent domination against 
his will. Slavery itself, i.e., total enslavement of the 
individual, was for De Felice exactly that: the estab
lishment of a right based on force, which subjected 
a man to another that became the absolute master of 
his life, propriety, and freedom. This absolute 
dominion could exist between members of 
a society – civil slavery – but could also at 
a political level in the despotic states (De Felice, 
1778, 1). Inclusively, if in the state of nature, a man 
deserved death due to any crime or misconduct, the 
offended, in the quality of judge and defender of the 
laws, could take control of his existence and make 
the man serve him instead of killing him. I any case, 
without oppressing him, as he refers, because if the 
criminal felt his slavery as burdensome and painful, 
he would begin to desire death and resist and dis
obey his master. His life depended on free will (De 
Felice, 1778, 6; cf. De Felice, 1820, t. II, 303). 

The author distinguishes two types of slavery when 
analyzing the conformity of slavery with the right of 
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nations: imperfect slavery and perfect slavery. The 
former, which he frequently connects with serfdom, 
was a temporary situation in which individuals could 
not be subjected to arbitrary and despotic power, not 
being allowed to be killed or suffer maltreatment22. 
All of those who voluntarily gave or sold themselves 
to be only serfs, not slaves, were in this situation. 
A situation that to De Felice should be temporary, but 
that in practice ended up being definitive, as he him
self confirmed in Leçons de droit de la nature et des 
gens (Lessons in Natural and Politic Law), justifying 
it with the convenience it offered the less fortunate 
(De Felice, 1776, t. I, 198; De Felice, 1820, t. II, 
304). Perfect slavery, however, was always 
a consequence of a warlike state from which the 
defeated exited belonging to the winner. It was total 
enslavement, exerted by force and by will. In his 
understanding, it was required to make use of Hobbes 
to understand that the conflicts between individuals 
had always existed because of vital necessities, which 
led to the appearance of slaves, even before man had 
left the simple life of the first ages. Then, the real con
dition of Slavery was radicated in the continuous state 
of war (De Felice, 1820, t. III, 457). Yet, if an agree
ment were established between a legitimate conqueror 
and his prisoner, in which law and obedience were 
limited, the state of war and slavery would cease, as 
stipulated. The conqueror would allow the conquered 
the right to life, making him submissive to the mas
ter’s power under the condition of serving him. From 
this moment onwards, he ceased to hold over him the 
right to kill him or even sell or donate him. 

De Felice agreed with the authors that derived 
slavery from the right to kill the defeated of war, 
attributing it to the traditionally invoked principle of 
humanity. Furthermore, the law of nations only rec
ognized this capacity if the enemy resisted surrender 
or, afterward, they were guilty of a crime worthy of 
capital punishment. In these cases, slavery was seen 
as the only resort compatible with human nature. De 
Felice ironizes that “Instead of killing him fruit
lessly, he killed him usefully” (De Felice, 1778, 9). 
Furthermore, the author comments that not all armed 

22. At times, slavery, mostly the one termed “imperfect”, 
appears connected with serfdom, which might lead to the 
error of interpreting both as synonyms. De Felice, mentions 
that there are “two types of slavery or servitude”, and asso
ciates the slavery of the first ages to serfdom (De Felice, 
1778, p. 2). On the other hand, Christian Wolff describes 
a form of imperfect slavery that he integrates in a “society 
of masters”, an intermediate state between freedom and 
slavery. It was voluntary and both parties’ duties and rights 
were specified in a convention made between serf and 
master (Wolff, 1772, t.V, 279-281). This intermediate state 
is, generally, present in all authors. There are the free, the 
slaves and those that rented their labor in Exchange for 
Money or an insurance of life, but whose conditions of 
existence linked them directly with imperfect slavery. The 
differences were more useful in theory than in practice. 

conflicts lead the prisoners to the same end. It was 
required to distinguish the right the battle provided 
with the right granted by conquest. In the case of 
battle, the right was too barbarous. Only in conquest 
was it permissible to imprison the defeated as slaves, 
intending to preserve the winner’s safety. In this 
way, the possibility of a return of the defeated to 
combat was pushed aside, and a dangerous inversion 
of events was prevented. The resulting slaves should 
be treated humanely and not be cruelly subjected, 
meaning the assigned tasks should be aligned with 
their strength and talent. The slaves had then to 
respond rigorously to the owner’s demands. The 
rights of both should be regulated and controlled by 
civil laws (De Felice, 1820, t. III, 457-459; De 
Felice, 1820, t. V, 143). De Felice, then, defends that 
slavery is not in itself an evil, and if by chance it 
ceased to exist, it would be required to find resources 
for exceptional situations in which its existence was 
an “absolute necessity.” Such was the case, for 
instance, of the American colonies, where the land
owners needed slaves to cultivate the fields (De 
Felice, 1820, t. III, 458). 

In an epoch in which armed conflicts broke out 
across all Europe and the constitution of legal norms 
was required to regulate the relations between citi
zens and sovereign states, the natural law author 
Emmerich de Vattel (1714-1767), studying the law 
of nations in Le droit des gens, ou principes de la loi 
naturelle, appliqués à la conduite et aux affaires des 
nations et des souverains (The Law of Nations, or, 
Principles of the Law of Nature, Applied to the Con
duct and Affairs of Nations and Sovereigns), of the 
mid-eighteenth century, focussed his reflexions on 
the prisoners of war and the condition of domination 
to which they might be subjected. In light of the 
rights and obligations regulating the relations 
between nations, was it licit to enslave the prisoners 
of war? 

Like the other authors we have analyzed, Vattel 
assumes that men are free and independent by 
nature, attributes that could only be lost through con
sent. Their union with society, to which they were 
naturally oriented, did not subtract them from 
respecting the laws aimed at allowing them to reach 
the most perfect happiness (Vattel, 1802, t. I, 5, nt*). 
However, when submitted to the civil state, the citi
zens do not enjoy full and absolute freedom, nor the 
independence nature gave them. In such circum
stances, they delegate to an authority part of their 
rights to establish order in the community in an 
egalitarian fashion. Yet, “the body of the nation” or 
“state” will remain completely free and independent 
in relation to all other men of foreign nations unless 
they voluntarily submit (Vattel,1802, t. I, 2-3). Is it 
then possible to enslave the prisoners of war? 

Vattel agrees with such hypothesis, but solely in 
cases where there was a death penalty, and as long as 
the individuals were personally guilty of actions 
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worthy of such punishment. This final remark makes it 
that, of all the prisoners of war, only those individuals 
that enacted criminal actions worthy of death, e.g., 
renewed insurrection against the winner, were 
enslaved. The laws of war did not grant any authority 
to kill or enslave prisoners, and the sovereign that 
determined it should be deemed an enemy of the 
human race23. The individual’s criminal action was 
what could lead to such fate. In this case, between 
death and slavery, the author preferred the later as the 
solution. 

The remaining prisoners of war, since they could 
not be killed or enslaved, and were costly to be 
maintained imprisoned, should be returned to their 
country, by agreement or through a ransom, as com
pensation, with the promise of not raising arms for 
a certain period or until the end of the war. Other
wise, no one had the right to “innocently” take the 
life or enslave another individual, condemning him 
to a fate so contrary to human nature and that was 
merely the maintenance of the state of war (Vattel, 
1802, t. III, 152-158, 165). 

With rare exceptions, which we tried to present, for 
the jus naturale authors mentioned in this study, 
slavery was strongly rejected as a condition inherent 
to human nature. It was, however, a legitimate insti
tution in civil society, resulting from a contract, 
made possible by the original freedom, which each 
man had the power to use as best fit his person and 
rights. This made the institution legitimate and gen
erated the grounds for its legalization. Besides, if it 
was legitimate, it was consequently righteous. It 
might even contribute to human safety and happiness 
because, as shown, it was presented as a possible 
alternative to certain irrevocable situations in which 
an individual’s life was at stake. It inclusively bene
fited all society through an accessible workforce 
“market” at a reduced cost. Furthermore, the wealth 
increase obtained from their work, particularly in the 

23. According to J. J. Rousseau, Vattel’s contemporary, the 
right to kill the defeated could result from a state of war, 
because such happened between States and not individuals. 
These were only enemies accidentally, not as men, nor as 
citizens, but as soldiers defending the country. Then, each 
State could only have as enemies other States and not men, 
since between things of diverse nature no relation could be 
generated. If the aim of war was the destruction of the 
State, the right to kill remained for as long as they were 
holding arms, i.e., fighting. However, once those were laid 
down, they became merely men and such right ceased to 
exist. These principles, stressed Rousseau, were not those 
of Grotius, Hobbes or Pufendorf, nor were they based on 
the authority of the old poets; they derived from the nature 
of things and had their grounding in reason (Rousseau, 
1971b, 63). 

colonial world, would impact the whole economic 
sector. It was also convenient to the States them
selves, which had in this institution a tool to resolve 
social issues like mendicancy and insolvency. 

Far from being considered an evil, the authors 
granted it with a utilitarian attribute that, in their 
optics, did not offend human dignity, as long as exe
cuted within the principles guided by righteous 
reason. In Pufendorf, slavery was a security both for 
slaves and masters. In Burlamaqui, it sprung from 
a bellicose state, from which the defeated always 
exited belonging to the winner. Filangiere stressed 
slavery’s penal character, while for Wolff, slavery 
was something natural within civil society. De Felice 
believed it was the consequence of a free choice 
always pressured by a vital necessity, and Vattel sees 
in the institution a way of saving the prisoners con
demned to the death penalty. 

Either justifying it as a necessity or criticizing it 
as contrary to human nature, the natural law authors 
tried to define slavery and integrate it within a world 
where a priori, liberty, and equality were essential 
attributes of the human condition. With their eyes set 
on such attributes, they attempted to align it with the 
varied socio-political realities. The study of slavery 
reveals itself, then, significantly in the juridical argu
ments and the political-philosophical doctrines. The 
consideration of human nature, the rationalization of 
principles and the specifying of concepts as varied 
as freedom, equality, philanthropy, utility, or civil
ized and savage, authority and protection, besides 
the formulation of rules constituting the right to life, 
to dispose of one’s own freedom or that of others, 
the right of war or of the winner, the right of propri
ety, and even the evaluation of the concept of jus 
gentium, all of them are examples of topics that 
filled the theoretical constructions created around 
slavery in a time when so many discourses were 
made about rights and duties, either natural or civil. 

Slavery is not a natural phenomenon but 
a creation of the human will, which sustained and 
legitimized it with the most diverse arguments and 
legal constructions. It did so appealing to natural and 
positive law, to the public and the private sphere, to 
humanitarian principles and feelings, to religious 
and natural determinism, and even to social impera
tives. Each epoch had its way of dealing with this 
reality and exposing its justifications, revealing that 
slavery was a very analyzed and discussed institu
tion. Because of this, its justifications matched the 
social and mental transformations taking place 
across the centuries. With its many moments and 
movements, the Modern Age was one of such 
periods in which the issue of slavery appears inte
grated among the philosophical and juridical theor
ies, i.e., the cultural points of view particular to this 
historical period. 

The jus naturale thinking of the Iberian school 
of natural law suffered the impact of the 
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renascence and the European expansion, favoring 
a progression of the medieval naturalist tendencies. 
As exposed in this study, the rise of classic 
thought, the promotion of secular values, the val
orization of experience and critical thinking, the 
singularities of the overseas regions, and the 
expansionist interests were paths to reconsider the 
traditional legal formulations and to adjust them to 
new realities and conceptions. The critical reflex
ions of this first moment of modernity generated 
the ballast for the theories developed in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries by the natural law 
theoreticians. In this second moment, the questions 
related to the colonial reality burst forth, while in 
Europe, civil societies, religious divisions, and 
sovereign powers were being consolidated in 
a climate of great social and political turmoil. 

It was indispensable to define legitimacies and 
legalities. Unlike in the Middle Age, in which the jus 
naturale theories presented theological justifications, 
in the Modern Era, natural law evolved to concep
tions related to the individual, his natural preroga
tives, his rational capacities, and desires that enabled 
him to be, in the earthly world in which he lived, an 
active agent in his for his own person and society’s 
preservation. The Iberian theologians’ and jurists’ 
thoughts broke with the theocentric view of the 
world and placed the legitimacy of domination in the 
sphere of the jus gentium principles and the human 
determination of positive law. For the jus naturale 
authors, slavery appeared justified in civil society, 
sustained by secular cultural presuppositions in 
which the principle of individual freedom, the social 
conventions, and the sovereign power took pivotal 
positions. It must be noted the decisive relevance 
given to individualism and contractarianism under
lying the whole enslavement process, where the con
tract was directly made between individuals or an 
indirect consequence of a contractarian societal pro
jection. Either way, natural law, connected to human 
nature and for this reason a-historical, and positive 
law, linked with the time that conforms, modifies, 
and destroys it, are two instances working 
unopposed and through which explanation and justi
fications were searched for concrete circumstances 
inherent to life in society. 

The natural law authors here presented did not 
propose the total abolition of slavery. Nonetheless, 
their theories, while accepting it in certain circum
stances, changed its features. It can easily be noticed 
the appeal to an existence where the justice and 
humanity of the more favored sympathized with the 
plight of those less fortunate. All appealed to 
a limitation of the powers of the slave-owners and 
granted rights and duties to the slaves. Both were 
men, which made it sufficient to provide to each the 
specific rights and duties, always based on the attri
butes of human beings. Yet, despite this humanizing 
wind, the old practice appeared justified with a new 

theoretical construction, from which sprung some of 
the most discussed principles of modernity. The 
practice had come from antiquity, but it had a new 
theoretical dressing fit to the times. 
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